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					STEELCON CONSTRUCTIONS PTY LTD
							Plaintiff

					and

					BESSER INDUSTRIES (N.T.) PTY 							LTD and ORS
							Defendants


MASTER COULEHAN: REASONS FOR DECISION

(Delivered 17 August 1995)


By writ commenced on 3 March 1995 the plaintiff claimed the sum of $678,660-00 for contract works carried out on the defendant's land.  It also sought enforcement of a lien in respect of this sum pursuant to the Workmen's Liens Act (1893).

The writ bore the following endorsement in accordance with O.5.09:-
	
		"If the plaintiff claims a debt only and you pay that 		debt, namely, $678,660-00 and $555-00 for legal costs, 		to the plaintiff or his solicitor within the proper time 		for appearance, this proceeding will come to an end.   		Notwithstanding the payment, you may have the costs taxed 		by the Court."
On 3 July 1995, prior to service of the Writ, the plaintiff applied by summons to join the second and third defendants and an ex parte order to this effect was made by Angel J on 6 July 1995.

On 10 July 1995 the plaintiff filed an amended statement of claim, presumably relying on O.36.03(a).  The statement of claim as amended claimed, inter alia, damages against the first defendant for breach of contract.   The claim the subject of the writ has been omitted.

The reason for the omission is explained in the affidavit of Richard Norman Henschke sworn 1 August 1995.   The sum of $678,660-00 was paid by the first defendant to the plaintiff on 31 March 1995 and the lien was discharged.

The writ was served, together with a copy of the amended statement of claim, on 11 July 1995.   The first and second defendants subsequently entered a conditional appearance and brought this application.

The first and second defendants argue that the proceeding should be dismissed as it is at an end by reason of O.5.09 which reads as follows:-

	"(1)	Where in a proceeding commenced by writ the plaintiff 	claims a debt only, the writ shall be endorsed with a statement 	of the amount of the debt and the amount claimed for costs 	and a statement that the proceeding will come to an end if, 	within the time limited for filing an appearance, the 	defendant pays the amounts so claimed to the plaintiff, if 	the plaintiff sues in person, or his solicitor if the plaintiff 	sues by a solicitor.

	"(2)	Where a writ is endorsed in accordance with subrule (1) 	and the defendant pays the amounts claimed within the time 	limited for filing an appearance, then, except as provided 	by subrule (3), the proceeding shall come to an end.

	"(3)	The defendant may, notwithstanding the payment, have 	the costs taxed and, if more than 20% is disallowed, the 	plaintiff's solicitor shall pay the costs of taxation."

In Rossco Developments Pty Ltd v O'Halloran and Anor 29 ACTR 1, 4, Blackburn C.J. suggested in respect of a similar provision that "Its purpose is to confer a protection on the defendant by informing him of his right to minimise costs by paying the amount demanded within the time limited for appearance."

O.5.09(2) refers to payment within the time limited for appearance, which assumes service of the writ (see O.8.04).

It does not appear that the payment of the sum claimed had any reference to the writ, which has been validly amended so as to expand the plaintiff's claim.   Furthermore, the rule requires payment of the costs, which have not been paid.

There are no grounds upon which this application may be granted. The relief sought in paragraph one of each summons is refused.



